Modern culpture from Jean Arp to Melvin
dward: A Converation with Catherine
Craft

Our guet on thi podcat i Catherine Craft, curator at the Naher
culpture Center; he recentl organized The Nature of Arp, which
travel to the Pegg Guggenheim Collection in Venice.
In part one:
The place of “nature” in Arp’ art (1:30) — an antidote to the horror of
World War I (2:00) — not o much the appearance of nature, a it
operation and principle (2:45) — ketche made while walking along
Lake Zurich, eeing the wave upon the hore (3:15) — form uggeted
 the liquidit of the ink: oth atract, and uggetive of the natural
world (4:00) — not jut the form of nature, ut it dnamic energ
(5:15) — A ene of humilit efore nature (6:00) — againt the
Romantic creator gure: entrop and thing falling apart (6:30) — art
“a natural a a ud urting open” (7:45) —
The artitic relationhip etween ophie TaeuerArp and Jean Arp
(9:00) — joint commiion for the Café de l’Auette in traourg
(11:15) — the hock of ophie’ accidental death in 1943 (13:30) —
untangling quetion of joint authorhip (14:30) — Jean’ e ort at
‘pothumou collaoration’ after ophie’ death (16:00) — increaed
late interet in piritualit (17:45) — the hitor of the chanceaed
work (19:45) —
The original and the cop in Arp’ work (23:00) — coming to New York
after World War II (25:15) — the 1920 Dada relief, hown at Pegg

Guggenheim’ Art of thi Centur galler in the 1940 and een 
Gork, Pollock, and De Kooning (25:30) — Roert Motherwell’ interet
in Arp’ 1930 collage (26:45) — llworth Kell’ interet in Arp’ non
elfexpreive, chanceaed work (28:00) — Donald Judd’ interet
in the utterl mooth urface of Arp’ culpture (29:30)
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In part two:
The origin of An Audience of Artit (1:00) — What did “neoDada”
originall mean? (3:45) — Artit who functioned imultaneoul a
critic and hitorian, e.g. Roert Motherwell, or Marcel Duchamp
(5:45) — I painting a ‘Dada’ medium? (7:45) — The eginning of
Melvin dward: Five Decade (11:30) — dward’ work in Now Dig
Thi! at the Hammer Mueum (12:45) — Contrating academic v.
mueum work, and etalihed v. unfamiliar torie (15:30) —
Atraction, ocial relevance, or oth? In the cae of dward, Frank
owling and Jack Whitten (19:15) — The interet in independence and
lieration movement in Africa; etalihing a ae in enegal with hi
wife, the poet Jane Cortez (23:00) — interet in African lackmithing;
a Fulright to work and teach in Zimawe (24:15) — How a curator
approache a pace: the Pegg Guggenheim Collection v. the Naher
(28:00)
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The Athenaeum Review podcast is produced by Creative Disturbance.

